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Students left
on hold by

We have a little bit too
much of a conservative
Presbyterian culture where
'good' means 'let's spend less.'
-- Bob Walton on Wooster

Ed

Telesoft
LAura Nesler & Alex Pries
News Editors

Student focus groups conclude and submit report to
trustee committee.
--

page 2

Vice President for Business and Finance Bob
Walton said that he was "hopping mad" when
he discovered that students have not been receiving their monthly phone bills from Telesoft
Gprporatioa After similar incidents occurred last
year, Walton stated that he had discussions with
Telesoft and its branch Student Telephone
Services (STS).
"We said there would be an agreement that
Kays
Nilhin Kalvakota '01 talks to a friend over a meal.
Photo by Ami-.uthere would be a billing schedule published for
the entire year sent out with the September bill.
We called (Telesoft yesterday and raised holy
hell about it," Walton said.
Walton said he was unaware of the problem
Lauren Kmcj LAwi k
College's international stuinvolved in this year's cele
until he was contacted by the Voice earlier this
ASSOCLME EDITOR
dents.
bration. "It's neat to see the
week. Telesoft told Walton that they "normally
International Week is a way amount of effort the students
This w eek, the c air: pus celdon't notify the customer if they miss one billing
ebrates its'diversity wiih the to encourage students to share have put into the week ... all
period According to Walton, this is new information.
the groups have come togethfestivities of International the experiences of their home"We didn't know this," Walton said.
er so it's more than just interWeek.
With formal discus- lands in order to bring us closWalton said Telesoft came to an agreement
sion,, a cultural bazaar, and er to together, bridging culturnational students ... without
with the College at last year's meeting that they
ran-;of the
the involvement
an J J. tr.ee events, al gaps. Marie Salupo, adminwould be required to do several things to conr Your Wui'J" hs istrative intern for the Office
American students too. this
"I;
tinue business with Wooster.
cor,.' ire j
Student would not be a truly internaof International
tl.eits of
These changes included honoring the cut-ofrvin the entire student Affairs, is pleased that a large tional event." she said.
points in student charges (a student could not
n. t just the
150 number of campus croups are
Ledy.
see In! 7 week on page 3
make more then a certain dollar amount in
calls). Students would be notified if this should
occur and would be required to pay before they
could make more calls.
Other agreements include the creation of a
Alex Pries
declined the recommendation of the fellowship. web page on which students could access the
Assistant News Editor When the travel warning was issued, the request of the status of their accounts. Telesoft also promised
that they would not miss any billing period
Though the College seems miles away from Watson Fellowship became a demand,'' Welty said
She traveled to London to rest and now is According to Walton, not all of these changes have
the current conflict in Israel and Palestine,
continuing her project in South Africa. She occurred He stated that Telesoft "flat out Led to us."
Wooster has its own connection through graduSeveral students commented that they susate Emily Welty. Welty, a 2000 graduate, is stated that she expects to remain in South Africa
restricpected something was strange when they called in
currently doing work abroad through a Watson for about two months or until the travel
October to inquire about the status of their bills.
Fellowship. The Watson Fellowship, given to tion is lifted on travel to Israel.
Meghan Wills '02 said, "I called them STSJ
Welty's project explores the relationships that
a select group of graduating students every
year, gives them the opportunity to travel exist between religious groups that frequently in the second week of October ... I was told they
abroad for one year, working on a project of are in opposition. Welty said, "My project is were having problems with billing and that they
their choice. Welty was asked and then about how different religious groups speak to would be sending the first two months' bills
."
That date has passed, and
required to leave the country about a week and each other when they are politically opposed to around Oct.
felstill
phone bills.
without
students are
each other. I speak to different
a half into the conflict I was asked by my
Discipio,
Vmoe
Maiayer
of Networks and
is
what
carried
dialogue
how
groups
about
out
lowship to leave the country about a week and
Telecommunications, said, "They came in last
a half into the conflict I knew I did not have to are the pertinent issues, etc. So far
see Phone Bill Problems on page 3
leave until a travel warning was issued so I
see Welty evacuated on page 7
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Bush? Gore? Nader?
Still haven't decided?
We've got the answers.
-- pages 4 and 5

Cheerleaders to rock the
house this basketball
season.
--

International Week in progress
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Welty evacuated from Israel
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Pulitzer Prize-winniSnodgrass speaks at
ng

Wooster.
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Field hockey stays cool in
the heat of Tennessee.
-- page 12
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Assistant Editor: Alex Pries

Editor: Laura Nesler

Students provide insight for future
Laura Nesler

of a room is important as well.
News Editor

After a month of meetings, the
student focus groups for campus
planning have completed their
work and sent a report to a
trustee ad hoc committee. The
committee will try to organize
the information and determine

-

how best to use it and in what order.
"At the committee's first .meet
ing in August, they telt as 11 they

didn't have a good understanding
of how students today feel about
their residential living," Vice
President for Finance and
Business Bob Walton said.
The group directed Walton and
Director of College Relations
Jeff Hanna to find students who
could help give feedback and
represent the student body. Their
first attempt was through college
mail in the beginning of October.
"We invited 300 students randomly. The initial response was
not as good as we had hoped. So
we went back and reinvited stuand ended up
dents over
with 47 students," Hanna said.
A requirement for participation
in a focus group was the completion of an 11 page questionnaire.
' According to Walton and Hanna,
six percent were first years, 23
percent were sophomores, 28
percent were juniors and 43 percent were seniors.
"What's good about this
heavily weighted in those
people who have been on campus
and have stayed in a variety of
different living situations. First
years don't have a basis for comparison," Hanna said.
Both the questionnaire and the
meetings were divided into discussion of residence and recreation.
"In terms of housing, there's
the sense that the variety of housing options is a good thing. The
students appreciate the variety ....
people have experiences in all
--

e-m-

.

--

.

,

living situations," Hanna said.

Another aspect of residential
life that the groups discussed is
the trend showing students bringespecialing more to campus
and
ly in terms of electronics
the need to accommodate this
trend. However, square footage

"

e

..

"It's a general agreement that
we as a college don't have as
many late night activities. Part of
it is a staffing problem ... it's
hard to find people who will
work that late," Walton said.

.

The
focus

Underground is a major
of campus night life.

groups.

((

iM&htl:

.

"It's one thing for those of us
who aren't here 24 hours ... we

discuss campus recreation at Wooster.

However, students were quick to
praise the activities at The
Underground.

ng

on-goi- ng

Greek students was less man ideaL

"I think it's interesting that the
clubs and sections feel they are
imposing on the lives of the inde- pendents they live with. There's
not animosity, but the independents agree that they shouldn't be
there,' Hanna said.
The second goal of the meetings and data collection was to

People appreciate all the activities they offer ... but while The
Underground is great for one
night, it may not be great for two
rights in a weekend," Hanna said. ;
Students offered their suggestions for more recreational activities. According to Walton, the
"lopTive votes were outdoor barbecue grills and picnic tables, a
climbing wall, fitness classes, a
circuit weight trail and a fitness
station jogging trail.
"I got the impression that these
were activities that would be
comparable to what students will
be doing in their professional
lives ... as part of their
and fitness," Walton said.
While the trustee ad hoc committee continues their
process of evaluation, Walton
reflects on the value of the student focus groups.
; "The one thing I came away
with is that we gained a significant amount of information. We
found out a lot that we wouldn't
have found out any other way,"
Walton said..
Students also came away from
the meetings with a sense of hope
and anticipation.
"I thought it was really nice
that they the administration
were so open to any suggestion.
They seemed concerned about
addressing the major concerns of
the students and we covered a
wide range," Petras said.
Hanna recognized the significance of student input and was
pleased with the results of the focus
well-bei-

.

-

ail

is-we'r-

found that ; Babcock,
Andrews, Compton, Kenarden
and Luce have adequate room
size. Armington, Bissman and
Stevenson rooms are too small
for two people, and the singles
are too small too," Hanna said.
Another idea that came
through in every meeting is to
have kits available from the
College either through sale or
lease to make lofts. This was
deemed as something that could
be extremely helpful to students
and lessen some of their personal
hassles in terms of living conditions.
"They left me with the impression that they the administration might be willing to do some
major overhaul, not only in terms
of the number of people in a
room but also with the furniture.
There's some furniture that's so
old and dented that it just needs
to be thrown out the window,"
focus group participant Jeanne tte
Petras 01 said.
The current distribution of
people in rooms was also under
debate at the meetings. Even students who have lived in successful triples agree that triples do
not work. In addition, seniors
who believe it would be to their
benefit to have a single in assisting them in their Independent
Study want their first pick of singles.
Students determined that the
intermixing of independents and
"We

,

have their perspective. It's your
home. How do you feel about it?
Although there are individual
concerns, we got very positive
feedback," Hanna said.
Students can expect to see
changes in the near future. '
"It's my goal to build barbecue
grills and picnic tables and build
the fitness station jogging trail
right away. I'm also interested in
extending the hours of Mom's on
the weekends. In terms of residence halls, I think we'll start
seeing some renovations next
year," Walton said.
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Panel examines race universal."

continued from page

Abe Abrams

within the' next
Discipio
'

that he

received

Telesoft

day."

we are navmg discus.f.
with Telesoft to

and hum:in rights.

Scholz
Susanr.e
of the
Religious Studies department
moderated the discussion and
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after
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this

detail what are acceptable pened haplast
the
year
that business practices,
Telesoft because what they think College
was unable
will hopeto change
fully being is acceptable we clearly
companies
sending do not," said Vince

bills to stuby
dents
this Friday.
; .
According to Daniel Gluck of
Telesoft, the College's students
have not been receiving phone
bills from Telesoft due to a
"billing error. Gluck said explanation for the error will be attached
to students' bills as follows: "Please
note that because of a billing error,
the September and October bills are
being sent out at the same time
...The due date on ihe September

Discipio.

--

"

"

billing and the October billing will be
Nov. 30,2000. We apologize for the
inconvenience.",.

Other individuals at Telesoft,
including company president
Michael Zerbib, were contacted by

Affairs,
O her
i
ci
'
i f . ..'
AY

n.

because
Telesoft

:

,

SP Westminster Presbyterian, worshipping in McGaw Chapel
$liw at The College of Wooster, 10:45 Sunday mornings
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"We're not going to use Telesoft
next year," Walton said.
"We
said,',
Discipio
at the
Telecommunications
College are having discussions
with Telesoft to detail what are
acceptable business practices,
because what they mink is acceptable we clearly do not"

or wandering . . .
check us out.

1

r

apparently

If you're wondering

.'h'.'.n.

i

'

--

made a mistake, Walton was
clear that the College is'looking
elsewhere for a solution.

;

-

t' z

g

,:
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!
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was the only company that could han-d-le
the College's older phone network.
But now that students have an
and
updated
network

Telesoft' has

1

hush-hus-

.

with

T here
of rape is very
are no exact or defined laws
against rape, mainly because the
man is seen as having no fault,
and that the woman must have
provoked the attack," sle s.iitl
Kaxdulias stated that rape has

,

levels

Human Rights Violation?", explored
the crossover between rape, culture

general are not mentioned specifically in the Universal Declaration
of Human rights of 1948, and
there is a strong movement to
include rape and women's rights as
a universal human rights issue. Some
feel that by including this as a violation of a universal right it could
infrirge on the cultural rights of
those people v. ho do not feel that
there is anything wrong with
e then
Said.
rape,
d eh
J study of

d,

ious

Last Monday night a group discussion was held in the pit at the
Lowry Student Center. The discussion, titled "Rape: A Universal

--

year and assured us that nothing
like this would happen again.
Telesoft did not inform us of
these issues' and he Walton will
being having discussions at var-

Staitwritir

.-

--

the Voice but did not return phonecaQs,
Regardless of the error, students will ultimately have until
the end of November to pay for
two months' worth of phone calls.
This could present problems for
students' who make a large
amount of calls or who have family or friends outside the country.

1

--

:

Phone billing con ' t"

Continued from page 1
The many groups participating
in "Discover Your World" include
Student
International
the
Association, Ujamaa, the Student
Activities Board, the Office of
Black Students Affairs, Projecto
Latino, the Cultural Events
Committee, Green House, Pueblo
de Esperanza and the South Asia
Committee. The Black Studies
and language departments have
also contributed.
The display on the art wall
titled "There's No Place Like
Home" features photographs and
personal stories of 15 students,
each from a different country.
Salupo calls it "a scrapbook of the
world." The exhibit challenges
viewers to rethink stereotypes and
understand each other's backgrounds on a more vivid, intimate
level. "When you're interacting
every day on an academic level,
you don't get to feel the personal
experience," Salupo said.
International Week events are
meant to be both fun and informative, presenting .cultural traditions as well as serious human

' rights issues.

Earlier events in the week have
according to
been
Salupo, who witnessed "a lot of
interaction" among students.
Wednesday, an International
Bazaar in the Lowry Pit celebrated diversity with food, musk, arts
and games. As Ingrid Paredes '01
wrote, "Many times an image, a
smell, laughter, or even a sound
well-attende- d,

takes us back to our roots." During
lunch time, Ihe smell of Chinese and
Indian foods lured visitors to peek at
an ornate table or have their hand
decorated with henna.

Tables featured traditions of
Russia, Ukraine, China, Austria,
Senegal, France and Vietnam, and
activist groups of Greenhouse and
Pueblo de Esperanza presented
factual human rights information.
Devoki Dasgiipta '04 performed
the woman's Indian decorative
tradition called Sindoor, placing a
jewel between the eyebrows,
while Sweta Asher '01 practiced
Mehndi, or henna handpainting.
Hien Li 02 of Hanoi is one of
the two Vietnamese students on
campus. "I've realized that I have

to branch out and meet other peothat's the whole point of
ple
going here, to not just stick with
your own kind," she said.
Wednesday evening. ConsUnza
Cristi '04 spoke in Westminster
House about her experiences
under Pinochet's rule in Chile.
On Thursday evening, Ishwar
Harris, professor of Religious
Studies, will conduct a fireside
chat in Babcock's main lounge
about religious pluralism and tolerance in India.
On Friday, Mateer will show
"The Cup," a film about the
Tibetan
struggles of a
Monk, while the Underground
hosts International Happy Hour.
The week concludes with the
Cultural Extravaganza at 6:30
p.m., salsa lessons sponsored by
Let's Dance at 8 p.m. and a
n
performance by the
14-year--

old

Afro-Rica-

Ensemble, a
Latin jazz, swing, and
blues band at 9 p.m. in Lowry
six-memb-

er

--

Center on Saturday. The extravaganza will be a staged event featuring music, dance, customs and
dress from around the world.

Assistant Editor: Becca Stinson

Editor: Chris Powers

Nader caters to progressive raiders
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the Gore campaign is
inability to garner
own
its
to
due
corner
a
backed into
a lead over George W. Bush, and they go after Ralph
Nader. Nader is garnering about five percent of the
and in swing states
over 6 million people
vote
that may be all that Gore needs to overcome Bush.
College campuses and Green Party strongholds are
pamphlets chasnow being flooded with
tising those that truly want progress to happen now.
"You're help-ing put Bush in
mat
IV.
. . .
is the worst
possible sce- they
nario
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broken LowTy dishes outside our dorms.
So why is this happening? When old our serene l'.r.Ie

'
campus become a hotbed for overgrown juvenile
These actions are a nuisance to the students and a
hassle for the custodial staff who must spend hours cleaning up. The results look bad, not only to students but also
to visiting prospectives and contniunity members who take
daily walks on campus. Although our own Woosr activities do not yet rival those of recent at larc.r c:."-- - cs l.ke
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ism by not voting
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then
And
is another
nagging voice

November 7th.
tions

why

can't Al Gore. take' the lead after Clinton oversaw an
economic upswing and the likelihood that both houses of Congress will shift towards the Democrats? He
is up against a man who used a pedantic swearword
over a live mic to describe a New York Times
reporter, a man whose executive duties in Texas have
conditions in education and polluled to nationi-lopronounce "subliminal." In
cannot
tion, a man who
Nader's words, because "only Al Gore can beat Al
Gore." He will not budge on the death penalty, on
Iraqi sanctions, on Pentagon spending, on the drug war,
w

issues mat progressives have been
on industrial hemp
t
working on for decades.
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if you are losing the
Put yourself in his position
Presidential race and you believe it is because of
votes going to a man whose stance is much more progressive than your own, what do you do? Possibly
adapt to fit the needs and concerns of those citizens?
if you are Al Gore you use
Not if you are Al Gore
of inducing fear and guilt
practices
the
to convince people you are the right man to become
the executive in charge of the most powerful and
richest democracy in the world! I welcome Bush if
this is these are the tactics of the man representing the
oligarchy.
"liberal" side of the
not scare me, and
W.
does
Bush
George
President
I believe
this is because of one fundamental reason
that the political process does not begin and end on
Nov. 7. If you truly care about the quality of your
life, you will take a stand for issues you believe in at
by attending protests, by
every possible juncture
by creating
representatives,
your
calling
writing and
you do
anything
beliefs
your
exemplifies
art that
can be a political act Roe v. Wade was not the start
it was the culmiof the abortion rights movement
nation of millions of voices and decades of work. In
time-honor-
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this country in the past two years, there have been
more and increasingly large activist protests than in
those halcyon days
the entire decade of the 1960s
of activism are back and growing. Bush would rally
those activists still further, and they might even get
the support of previously complacent Gore voters.
can you
There's also the upshot of Bush himself
think of a more likely person to goof so royalljrthat
he sinks the conservative Republican Party for
decades to come? I can't, and for strategic as well as
pure entertainment value, George Bush may be better
for liberalism and progress in this country than Al
'
Gore.
"It's the Supreme Court, stupid." Ah yes, the
perennial scare tactic that truly is guilting a few
Nader supporters over to Gore's camp. The precept
being that George W. Bush's Supreme Court appointments (anywhere from one to five justices, starting
William Rehnquist) would
with
Roe v. Wade and send
repeal
shift the court to
American women to dangerous and unhealthy alleys
for illegal abortions. Although his rhetoric supports
this notion, let us take a closer look at Bush's
he has placed four justices
appointments in Texas
on the bench, three of whom voted against a provision that would require parental consent for abortions
for minors. That's right, Bush's court appointees
voted for abortion rights. In federal Supreme Court
appointments, it was Richard Nixon who appointed
the same Harry Blackmun who
Harry Blackmun
authored Roe v. Wade.
And now for Gore. As a senator Gore approved
conservati ve justice Antonin Scalia for the bench, and
Lieberman was one of only eleven Democrats to confirm Clarence
Thomas and

.

ve

There s also the

actually

upshot of Bush himself can you think
of a more likely person to goof so royally that he sinks

remarked that
he would be a
"fine jurist."
And now for
something
ly scary

direct

real-

a
quote
-

the conservative
Republican Party for

from Al Gore:
"During my 11

years
Congress,"--

decades to come?

in
1

Can

.

have consistently opposed federal funding of abortions. In my opinion, it is wrong to spend federal
funds for' what is arguably the taking of a human
life." (Sen. Al Gore, Letter to a Constituent, 526787)
Still convinced Gore is the right choice for your
vote and your voice and your President?. If so, vote Al
Gore and know mat you are being true to your conscience.
But I urge those of you who are perturbed by some of

the preceding arguments to look closely into your
hearts'
will you take a stand now and commit to
progress by voting for Ralph Nader, or. will you forto a
your generation's voice
feit your voice
party and a man that bullies instead of inspires?
-

--

Victor Rortvedt '02
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Barnhill

The presidential Emc.A
election, my first
as a voter, is less,
than a week away. By all rights, I
should be excited. Millions of
people have fought and died to give
me the right to voice my opinion Bf this
manner, and I should be chomping at
the bit to exercise it
And ' I really wish I could be.
Yet here I sit one of those young

and supposedly idealistic college
students perched on one of the
decisions
most civically-oriente- d
of my young life, a swing voter in
a swing state, and the most positive thing I can think to say about
this election is that it will be over
in a week. I'm sick of the issues,
I'm sick of the bland candidates,
and I'm really sick of all the talk
about the damn thing.
I could only bear to watch about
five minutes of each presidential
debate. The candidates simply would

Gore best alternative to Nader
To the Editors:
Big wads aside, mere will be a time and place for the
Gieen Party. That time is not now. Absentee ballot in
band, I almost couldn't resist punching out the s tyro-foa- m

cuted during his term) If he is elected, he has the
opportunity to appoint two to four new justices to the
Supreme Court He will also be able to appoint 655
district and 179 appellate judgeships, all of which
will become vacant during his term. These positions
can be even more important than those on the
Supreme Court because only one case in 1,000 ever
makes it from these judges to the highest court of justice in the United States.
The job of president may be a four year, take it or
leave it deal, but the judges the next president
appoints are in for life. Can those who support Nader
honesdy say that they would be satisfied with Bush's
potential court appointees, individuals who will deal
with cases involving- reproductive rights, affirmative
action, the recognition of relationships between gay and
lesbian individuals and their partners and the environment?
Don't get me wrong, I feel that Ralph Nader and the
Green Parry have established a legitimate third party
oppositional force, paving the way towards creating a
truly democratic election process in the United Sates.
Ralph Nader's success this election year and increasing threat to Gore's bid for the presidency will cause
smell the
the Democratic Party to wake
liberal beans roasting in the oven and so reawaken
them to the needs of their base progressive con-

backing for the number designated for Nader
and LaDuke. Hand raised, I realized this vote would
be an affirmation of my universal health care,
penalty
n
control and
beliefs. No more playing around, this would be a tangible, vocal statement in support of those ideas.
Suddenly I recalled a poignant scene played out
before my eyes during the Republican National
Convention way back in August I can still remember
seeing the. Texas Republican delegation solemnly
removing their cowboy hats and bowing their heads
in- - prayer when Jim- - Kolbe," the only openly gay
Republican in Congress, stood at the podium to give
his five minute election spiel.
.
hazy green
Pulling myself out of that
unfortunately;
in this
that,
knew
I
idealism
state of
election a vote for the Green Party would not be a
vote for what I believe in. A vote for Nader would
allow the few, but very influential extremely conservative members of the Republican party who are
penalty and oppose gay rights and gun
form, to inch a little closer to occupyany
control in
ing the Oval Office. Dubya, that easy going Texan stituency.
When voting, please remember that although Al
with a quick wit and a slow tongue, has already in his
may seem like just another talking head with a
Gore
four brief years as governor of Texas compiled a
consersouthern
"compassionate
accent in this election, you are making a
record that is anything but
two parties whose platforms and polbetween
18
choice
signed
already
has
Bush
vatism." As governor,
for the future are clearly differrecommendations
icy
opposition
his
vocalized
Texas,
has
in
provisions
to national hate crimes legislation, and spends a mere ent.
15 minutes deliberating over the fate of those conKate Dunne '02
demned to death row (more than 130 have been exe
pro-choic-

e,

anti-dea- th

pro-gu-

-

;

self-induc- ed

pro-lif- e,

pro-dea- th

up-an- d

anti-aborti-on

--

not answer the questions posed to
mem. Instead, they opted to forego
thinking on their feet (which, in

retrospect was probably a good
idea) and twist the questions around
to fit their prearranged answers.
Unfortunately, what spewed forth
from their mouths was nothing but
policy soundbites and b.s. for
CNN. What's the point of these
two cardboard cutouts spouting
off a bunch of policy crap? The
president can suggest bills to
Congress, he can twist arms and
call in favors, but that's about it
Where legislation is concerned,
the power of the presidency is
it's all well
vastly overrated
and good that our presidential
hopefuls are full of plans to cut
taxes and save Social Security
(like that's gonna happen), but if
Congress doesn't cooperate, none
of it will come to fruition.
Why not simply cast my vote
based on each candidate's general
platform issues? We'll probably see

form of

student-le- d

religious expression
in schools.

Unfortunately, that leaves me
without a clear choice in this election. Vote Bush for the general
conservative philosophy that I
value? Vote Gore for the social issues
Tm concerned with? Neither choice is
appealing because neither candidate
meets all my needs in their platform.

So what's left? Personal merit
and appeal? Leaving Ralph Nader

aside for the moment, voting for
president this time around ranks
right up there with choosing
between vanilla and French vanilla
neither is exciting, and there's not a
whole lot of difference between
them personally. Both Bush and
Gore give the impression that they
don't want to become president

because it's their passion or
because they care about what happens to the country, but rather
because they want the prestige, or the
perks, or to leave their mark on history.
Whatever. They both claim to want to
be the leader of the United States,
but neither has been convincing in
conveying either his desire or his
ability to lead. These men have no
personality, or at least none that
they're willing to put in front of
the cameras. When Bush called a
reporter a "major league a - --

hole" and then apologized for
being caught by the mics but not
for saying it I had a flash of hope.
Perhaps this election would finally get interesting, with candidates
unafraid to be colorful and true. Fen.
Think again.
I honestly believe I could get
past the policy, the platform, and

the political affiliation of either of
these candidates if he simply made

tive Republican who supports
trigger locks, gun licensing, Roe

me believe that in a crisis situation, he
would have the integrity to make the
tough choices, make them in the
interests of the American people,
make them with conviction, and
stick to his guns once the decision
had been made.
" Instead this country will choose
between two uninspiring plastic
men, talking heads for their advisers and speechwriters, both of
whom look to rank right up there
with James K. Polk in the lineup
of Great American Presidents.

marriage. I
v. Wade and same-se- x
also favor a small federal government
st
campaign finance reform,
foreign policy and free speech in the

Erica Barnhill is the Sports
Editor of The Wooster Voice.

some new Supreme Court justices in
this term, and the guy in the Oval
Office gets to nominate them. But
wait ... I'm one of those weird
centrist people that both candidates are pandering to. I'm a
socially liberal, fiscally conserva-

neo-realL-

God help us alf.
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First Years teach and learn lessons through masks
&

Jill Treftz

age among the residents, as well

Chief Staff Writer ' as inadequate staffing and the lack
of proper funding, educational
First Year Seminar is designed
opportunities and social activities
to foster the development of critiat he Attention Center are limitV";."
ed.
Here enter the students of
Krain's and Nurse's FYSs. With
the help of a visiting artist, the
students learned to make plaster
masks molded off of each other's
faces. Armed with this activity,
they paid two visits to the
Attention Center, where they
made and decorated masks with
the residents.
is a very
The
hands-o- n
activity, involving
with one of
working
the Attention Center residents,
and requiring smearing Vaseline
on the face of the person who is
going to serve as the mold, and
then covering his or her face in
plaster.
"I thought it was very strange at
first," Geoff Allerton 04, a student in Nurse's FYS, said. "I was
really nervous it wasn't going to
go over well."
Laura Jeanne Cerniglia '04, a
student in Krain's class, echoed
Allerton's concerns. "I was a little
leery of it, because of the fact that
we were going to do an artsy
thing," she said. "I was a little
leery of how they'd react."These concerns proved to be
unfounded. The residents were
"very excited about making the
masks, and about keeping them

cal thinking skills and expand the
parameters of the minds of
Wooster's incoming ifirst-yeclasses. Assistant Professor of
Political Science Matt Krain and
Assistant Professor of Sociology
Anne Nurse, however, believe
that sometimes the most important lessons have to be learned
outside of the classroom.
As part of an experimental service learning curriculum, the two
professors combined their FYSs
for an interactive visit with the
residents of the
Juvenile Attention Center on Oct
10 and 12. Nurse's FYS, entitled
"Beyond Bars: Prisons as Reality
and Metaphor," and Krain's, simply entitled "Human Rights," both
deal with the social and moral
surrounding
punitive
issues
imprisonment.
The purpose of the project was
to break down some of the perceptions students might have of
people in jails and prisons, and to
give something back to the community at the same time. .The
AttentionCenter houses boys and
girls ages 10 to 18 for a variety of
legal infractions. At any given
time, the population at the Center
varies between 20 and 30 juveniles, with residence lasting anywhere from a few hours to 90
days. Because of the disparity in

mask-maki-
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Everyone is welcome and we hope to see you there!
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Neha Sahgal '02 works with a resident of the Wayne-HolmJuvenile Attention Center. The visit
was part of an experimental service learning curriculum in conjunction with two FYS classes
taught by Professors Ann Nurse (Sociology) and Matt Krain (Political Science) .
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and decorating them," Cerniglia
said. "I thought making the
masks was a good
ground-breaker- ."

'
But the most important souvenir both sides are taking away
from the experience is a stronger
sense of understanding. "This was
a way to have them interact, not
just to learn, but to learn about
each other," Nurse said. "The
most frequent comment I heard
was students saying, 'Hey, they're
just like us. They're just kids."
A major part of this project was
learning to overcome the stereotypes on both sides. And coming
to that point was' the challenge.
Most of the students in both classes, despite weeks of preparation
for the project, were intimidated
at the prospect of visiting a correctional facility. "I was a little nervous. It's not
every day you spend time with
people who break the law and are
in jail," Allerton said.
- But once they were there, the
awkwardness and intimidation

vanished. "It turned into a very
sort of relaxed atmosphere," Krain
said.
That is not to say that it was by
any means an easy experience.
Those involved agreed that it was
very intense and "clearly affect-- "
ing," as Krain put it
Allerton elaborated on this, saying, "When you interact with the
residents, you don't think that
you're at a correctional facility.
But it's kind of sad, because some
of them will get out of the
Attention Center and go right
back to doing what they were
doing, and become repeat offenders." "
Some of the students hope to
change that by returning to the
center and providing the residents
there with someone who can be a
friend, a role model and even, in
Cerniglia's words, "an inspira-

"They really need the help ...
and hopefully they can take our
example for how to live and how
to respect each other and make
some improvements in their
lives," Allerton said.
This was the lesson, above all,
that Nurse wanted her students to
carry away from this experience.
"This was a completely wonderful
opportunity for students at the
College to make a connection
.with the community and to see if
they can make a difference," she
said. She feels that it "gave some
'
of the residents a renewed sense
of interest in going to college,
some of whom had given up hope
that that would happen."
Some of the students in the
classes did not participate in the
and instead visit
the Attention Center on Sundays
to play games or just visit with the
tion."
residents. The Wooster Volunteer
"I want to just go and be their
Network is arranging a contact
friend, let them know that I care, ' with the Attention Center so that
that they can still make something
any other Wooster students who
of themselves," Cerniglia said.
wish to get "involved can do so. .

ar
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Cheerleaders risin' to the top
n

Krabill '03, a former Scots football player, was the first to begin
: to add a new dimension to the
squad.
"John's involvement really
sparked an interest, Maurizia
Stock '03 said. "It only took one
guy to kind of break the ice.
"The guys really sought us out,
added Willoman. "I think they
were really interested in the stunts
and the tumbling part. They're
very adventurous." .
Krabill described his squad
involvement "I decided, not to
play football after I hurt my neck.
Some of the girls convinced me to
come and check it out. The girls
have a really positive attitude this
year, he said.
PHOTO COURTESY OF KRISTEN DERSHAK
Julia Snyder, the squad's advisaid, "I think these guys realsor,
basketwork,
upcoming
the
Cheerleaders hard at
preparing for
a lot of guts to take the
have
ly
ball season.
heat from the male population on
not only the crowd when it came campus."
Leila Atassi
Basketball fans have a lot to
time
to rally, but the band and
Features
Editor
i
' football team as well.1
look forward to from this spirited
"We accomplished lots more group of athletes. The squad is
Anticipation was in the air the
more
employing
than we set out to do this season. currently
night . of Oct. 20 at Midnight
routines,
in
had
their
who
skills
advanced
figure
out
We
to
had first
Madness, as the campus awaited
talents where and how to utilize including complex partner stunts
the formal presentation of the new
and further examples of the girls'
Scots basketball team. But the them, Dlwgosh said.
"This past football season, more acrobatic skills in the air. During
team wasn't all that was new to
of us had previous experience, practice, the squad works with
the crowd when, after the shootand m our own individual ways intesity and concentration in their
ing contests and prizes, the cheerthey've contributed to the squad faces, sharpening their building
leaders made their campus debut
skills and, like all athletes, learnand that has helped our overall
as a revamped, highly competitive
success. And now we can actually ing to shake off their setbacks.
squad. For the first time ever the
"Everybody on the squad wants
say that we can represent our
group utilizes both the traditional
to improve, wants to do more difschool in a manner that is posiprecision of women and the
Kate
ficult stunts, wants to be the best
added
tive,
strength of men, for a truly
that we can be, and we all wrnt to
Willoman '03.
dynamic performance.
as
men,
make the commitment to ournow
These women (and
Wooster's cheerleading squad
group,"
and to the
impressselves
in
has come a. long way since its well) have succeeded
positive
"The
said.
Willoman
surprising
pleasantly
and
ing
establishment, when emphasis
feedback has been great reinforceWooster fans at their basketball
was placed on the volume of voicseason preview, with their more ment"
es rather than the rigorous physiKristen Dershak 03 also has high
highly advanced tumbling passes,
cal requirements of cheering
hopes for the squad. "The girls and
elaborate formations and airborne
today. For many years, the squad
have worked so diligently to
guys
skills.
remained in obscurity with many
a goal. We wanted to
complete
for
yell
to
going
"People aren't
students virtually unaware of the
everyone
that we had it in
to
prove
that
team
sports
a
support
V
and
group's existence.
isn't scoring, one that doesn't us to change the old reputation.
"The squad's major turning
have a winning reputation. I think We are definitely succeeding."
point was las basketball season,"
"We've come a long way in a short
that now people are realizing that
Jennifer
said squad
Stock concluded. "But I think
time,"
getbetter,
we're
Dlwgosh '03. That's when we we have gotten
anything we've laid the
than
are
more
we
where
point
had more experience come in, and ting to the
to keep going."
foundation
that's
and
impressive
becoming
we began doing more besides
tryouts for the basand
us,
Clinics
support
to
fans
the
motivating
chanting.
ketball season cheerleading squad
Willoman said.
Certainly Wooster football fans
This football season was the will be held Nov. 7, 8 and 9. If
were pleased this season to see bow far
first in which the male gender was interested contact Julia Snyder,
these spirit leaders had come, as the
represented in the program. John the program's advisor, or look for
women were successful in engaging
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Welty evacuated

!

(continued from page 1)
"I have continued to discover
that the human spirit is an
indomitable force that desires
community and unity with
other people no matter what the
circumstances."
While in Israel, Welty spent
numerous hours interacting
with individuals of the many
faiths that are present in
spiritual region. She
spent one day in a kindergarten
class with a mixture of Israeli
Jewish and Muslim Arab students and another day at
a center for Christian -Muslim dialogue.
"The violence that is happening there now is not the norm in
the region. In most parts of
Israel, there is usually a little
underlying tension.. In the West
Bank or Gaza, people are very
friendly, but when you speak to
them, they will be more than
willing to tell you volumes
about how they feel that they
live under Israeli oppression,"
this-deep-

Al-liq-

ly

Emily Welty '00
that was the first time I felt
directly threatened by what
was happening. Near the end,
there were bullets hitting our
building and I had to put my
mattress up against the windows and hide behind my bed.
That was probably the time that
it felt most surreal," Welty said.

a,

Welty said.
When the conflict first broke out,
; Welty expressed that she felt no
immediate danger or fear for her life
even though her home was situated
right in the center of the fighting.
1 was living in an amazing ...
community situated on the green
line between Israel and Palestine.
So effectively, my front yard were in
Jerusalem, Israel and my backyard was in Bethlehem.
Palestine. Because of my close

ties to the Palestinian people
living in the community with me,

I never felt in any direct danger. I
knew that if I was injured it would
be in crossfire."

As the fighting grew closer
and closer to her residence,
Welty witnessed the battles on a
first hand basis as she saw
Palestinians throwing stones
and Israeli soldiers returning
fire. At night she commented
that she could see missiles flying into the West Bank from the
roof of her building.
"One night while in the
house that we all lived in, one
of my friends was shot in the
head by a stray bullet I was
nearby when it happened ...
,

r

Once she was ready to depart,
Welty stated that k was impossible
to find any taxis triat were willing to
pick her up. She finally was able to
reach the airport by "riding in a
Palestinian van that had the

--

windshield shot out from
Israeli gunfire." According to
Welty. what should have been a
ride turned into an
trip as soldiers
stopped the van every tea minutes or so.
At some point during this
ride, Welty's passport was
"flagged" with a tiny sticker
that was recognized by security
forces at the airport Welty
said, "As soon as I tried to
check in at the airport, the
security forces saw the sticker
and pulled me aside. I spent
three hours with security ...
40-minu-

te

80-minu-

te

every single thing in my bags
was taken out and spread on the
It
floor and I was
was an infuriating, humiliating
experience."
Had she not been forced to leave
by the Fellowship's demand. Welty
stressed that she would still he there
working on her project Because
she was forced to leave so quickly,
she was unable to say goodbye
strip-searche- d.

to so many of the people that
she got to know while in Israel.
There is much left for me to do
in Israel or Palestine," Welty said

-
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Pulitzer

Prize-winni-

Editor: David Powell

poet Snodgrass speaks at Wooster

ng

l.l

Karen Auble

Managing Editor

Pulitzer Prize winner W.D.
Snodgrass seemed to live up to his
own poetic standards to "put
and "on the
poems upside-dowwrong shelf" in a reading of "The
Death of Cock Robin" last night,
at Ebert Art Center.
Snodgrass took the podium
along with his wife .Kathy
Snodgrass, together presenting
various roles of unconventional
characters from the "Death of
Cock Robin" collection, first published in 1987.
The couple's interactive read
ings consisted
of dialogues
monoand
logues in which

"re-taug-

:

is
staged the protagonist, a "sentimental fool" chasing an
bird "Cock Robin" through an
absurd and chaotic world.
Not diminishing from the reading's absurd effect were occasional interjections of singing, audience participation. Pig Latin language, and references to the great
ill-fat- ed

Snodgrass.
W.D. and Kathy
retired
Snodgrass
teaching
from
the
at
English
University
of
Delaware in 1994.
They have since
themcommitted
writing,
'
to
selves
delivering readings
across the country.
"We prefer to read
together. It forces
you to keep ranging
your tone, to really
captivate your audience," said WD.
Snodgrass.
to
In addition
"Cock Robin," the

of

crowd-pleasin-

l

it'll

m

I
i

I
I

.

Snodgrass talks to Writing Center Intern Nate Wilkinson.

repertoire
includes two equally lighthearted
"W.D.'s Midnight
collections
Carnival," 10 poems accompanied
and
by 10
"The Murdered Muse," representing a montage of what Kathy
Snodgrass proclaims "the worst
poems in the English language."
Wooster was just one visit
McGraw-illustration-

s,

enroute from the couple's native
New York to Mexico. Within the

next four or five days, they
plan to cover 900 more miles,
delivering similar presentations of "Cock Robin" in Terra
Haute and Dallas.
It seems that W.D. and Kathy
Snodgrass are content to postpone
retirement plans until later, to

1
1
1

Frescoes cn Pep or
Cb'Jd'a Bsmcrdi
'

Bernardi lecture

"Probing the Membrane between
Horror and Hope"
Nov. 9, 7:30 p.m.
McGaw Chapel
Artist Reception to follow
;

.

1
1
1
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ing out his wishes is the hypersensitive lover. His wish to be
"the most sensitive man in the
world" renders him dysfunctional
comedy,
In this
at the sight of a sunset and forces
Brendan Fraser plays an inept
him to stand by idly while beach
loser who sells his soul to the
steamy Elizabeth Hurley," also" bullies take his girl. Fraser plays
all bis characters with the same
known as the Devil. In exchange
liveliness and flare.
seven
receives
for his soul, he
Hurley, on the other hand, does
wishes, which he uses as quick
not give a convincing portrayal of
fixes for his pathetic life and to
the Devil. Even though modem
win over the object of bis affecculture has shown the powers that
tion," Alison Gardener (Frances
be as female (Kevin Smith's,
O'Connor).
for example, with
;"Dogma"
The wishes include wealth,
as God),
Morisette
intelAlanis
success,
power, athleticism,
as the ultiperformance
Hurley's
Each
sensitivity.
ligence and
mate manifestation" bf evil is' weak
wish goes awry and in the
and transparent Angelina Jolie
process, Fraser learns something
would have made a better sheabout himself. The wishes go
devil. She could have pranced
awry due to Hurley's diabolical
around in skimpy attire and acted
trickery.
simultaneously. every,
Fraser is hilarious in
In spite of' Hurley's mediocre
the
among
scene. Most notable
she and Fraser share
liv
performance,
while
plays
Fraser
characters

Holly Laufmah and David Reeves
Voice Staff
ed

-

;

I

;

remain active and engaged in
writings and whirlwind tours.
"Unless you doubt you can do it,
there's not much fun in trying,"
W.D. Snodgrass said.
His sustained experimentation
with writing comes as little surprise from a poet who has held a
literary spotlight for half a century.
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oratory

couple's

light-heart-

m

lf .W.

,

Whereabouts

Cock
and
Robin";
finally the tragic "Auction"
in
eoisode
which the remains of the dead
Cock Robin are auctioned off at
the price of two dollars.
The. couple referenced or
g
invented other
images, for example the merkyn
"any ruler of a nation once
ruled by Lyndon Johnson or ... a
kind of jeweled or embroidered

' l

.

ht

"Unless you doubt
you can do it, there's
" W.D." not much fun in trySnodgrass ing," Snodgrass said.

,

Renaissance
women," said W.D.

-

n"

himself

pubic wig worn by

classics from Rembrandt and
Keillor.
Kafka to- Garrison
Complimenting and contrasting
with, the reading were playful
visual renderings of the Cock
Robin collection, paintings by San
Diego artist DeLoss McGraw.
Like the poetry it imitated, the
himself to paint
painter
as a child
painter,
naive
a
as
would do," W.D. Snodgrass
explained.
The title of each whimsical,
childlike painting fit one of the
for exam"Cock Robin" pieces
by
Ridiculed
Gets
Poet
ple, "The
Hysterical Academics"; "W.D.
Consults Kafka and Dostoevsky
Concerning the

chemistry. Their
good
sexually charged banter is light
and bubbly, giving comic relief to
the tragedy that is Eraser's life. -Under the direction of Harold
Ramis, whose credits range from
"National
to
"Cady shack"
to
Vacation"
Lampoon's
"Groundhog Day" to "Analyze
This" and "Ghostbusters," a C
.. script gets enough extra credit to
earn a B. This movie is a remake
of a 1967 film of the same name.
Dudley Moore plays Fraser's
character and Peter Cook is the
tempter. Reviews of this version
were slightly more complimenta- 'ry than the remake. If you want to see a sexy lady in
tight clothing or commentary on
the genital size of basketball players, this movie is for you.
However, if you are looking for a
g
masterpiece,:
read "Faust".
on-scre- en

thought-provokin-

3.
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U2's optimism for a better world expressed in album
David Powell

but rather hopes to bring attention
to human rights issues in a more
indirect manner.
By singing
about his world in a beautiful and
simple way. Bono hopes the listener will realize that though the
world is not always this way,
everyone has the right to the
world of "All That You Can't
Leave Behind." The album is
optimistic and reminds us of how

A&E Editor

"All That You Can't Leave
Behind" is a smack in the face to
the world and the music industry.
When this album takes a "Look at
the World" it is disgusted with the
its state, while its tracks sigh with
the

listener U2?

Bono has led U2 and other
musicians on a crusade
to uphold human rights
all over the world. His
activism with Amnesty
International and Drop
the Debt campaign has
attracted the attention of
Congress
U.S.
the
among others. This album is the
perfect complement to Bono's
political life.
While this album doesn't point
the finger at anyone, it does seem
to express Bono's dreams for the
world. The themes remind the
world of what they Can't Leave
Behind: peace and love.
The album is not pessimistic.

carefree relationships, U2 sings
about true love and moral values.
The album is easily one of the
best of the year.
Along with its powerful messages, U2 remains true to its
musical reputation. The music is
technically and lyrically mature.
The techno pop of U2's style
throughout the 90s has an underlying presence in the album. Nine
songs conot the
tain Brian Eno's synwork.
thesizer
However, the songs
have a lighter feel
recent
in
than
albums. "All That
You Can't Leave
Behind" establishes a middle
ground between U2s recent work
'and the ballads of "Joshua Tree."
As is standard for U2, the lyrics
of Bono and The Edge are unique
and attractive. Smooth, distinct
and diverse, Bono's voice carries
the songs, delivering the lyrics'
message with
force and mesmerizing beauty.
The first single off the album,
"Beautiful Day" is one of the best
of the album. The' song begins
drumming in
with a heartbeat-lik- e
the background along with a keyboard melody- - After the first
verse the song literally breaks into
the chorus. The song shifts back
and forth between a multi-lay- -'
ered, fast rhythm and a slower,
simple pattern. The mood is
uplifting and inspiring to the listener, made to be a radio hit
"Kite" and "Elevation" are
The last two
equally good.
songs, "New York" and "Grac"
are different from the rest of the
1 1

While this album

doesn't point the

finger at anyone, it does seem to
express Bono's dreams for the
world.

Beginning Friday

the world can and should be.
The complexity of the music
turns the immaturity of the music
and themes of America's teen-le- d
industry into "more of a joke than
they already are, providing a
d
and refreshing
relief to rock fans everywhere.
Instead of
teases singing about
much-neede-

over-endow- ed

ear-old

at

Cinemork
Movies 10
Charlie's Angels
The Legend
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Bagger Vance (PG-1Lucky Number (R)
The Blair Witch Project 2:
Book of Shadows (R)
The Little Vampire (PG)
Bedazzled (PG-1Pay it Forward (PG-1The Contender (R)
The Ladies Man (R)
Meet the Parents (PG-1Remember the Titans (PG)
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LEAVE BEHIND"

The song, however, sums up
the message of the album well in
the first verse: "I'm sick of all this
... sick of sorrow sick of pain
sick of hearing again and again
that's there is going to be peace

album,' almost as if they were
tacked on. "Grace" is slower and
lighter than the rest And "New
York," while starting off slow,
becomes the hardest sorig on the
album. Despite "New York's"
repetitiveness, both songs hold
their own decently.
Likely to be the least liked song
on the album is "Peace on Earth."
The song isn't horrible but may
sound sappy and. repetitive to
some listeners. The heavy
which
Christian undertones,
include an appeal to Jesus, in the
line "Jesus can you take the.
time," may also turn off others.

on earth."
None of the songs on "All That
You Can't Leave Behind," however, initially sound as memorable as U2's numerous hits in the
'80s. While the album will probably not reach the classic status of
"Joshua Tree," there is no doubt it
will command attention in the
coming months and would be a
fine addition to any collection
rack.

November
Friday Film Series
"The Cup"
Mateer Aud., 7:30 p.m.

$3

"ALL THAT YOU CAN'T

Can 't Leave
Cover of U2 's tenth studio album "All That
"
Behind, which was released this past Tuesday.

(1:50) 10:15
(1:35) 4:45, 7:15, 10:00
(1:55)4:55, 7:35, 10:10

All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 p jn. $6

S

You

4:10,6:50

( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Sorry, no passes

U2

Ensemble
and Jazz"
Lowry Ballroom, 9 p.m.-1- 2 p.m.
Afro-Ric-

VLatin,

Co-sponso-red

a

Soul-s- a

with OISA and
8

Saturday Him Series
"I Dreamed of Africa"
Mateer Aud. 8:30 p.m.

Jewelry Sale
Lowry Lounge
10 a.m. -- 7 p.m.
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VB closes

out successful season

Scots triumph with

first winning record since 1984
15

victory in the fourth game.

if the Scots
Bishops
the
leading
Staff Writer might win, as they were
OWU fought back, however, and evened the game
2
before finally claiming the last
It was a tough finish to a strong volleyball season. at 1 and
of tlnatch.
points
decisive
three,
Saturday
. The Scots' regular season came to a close
night's game, Jenn Pock '01
last
about
asked
When
afternoon as they fell to hosting Urbana University in
talk
about it We could have,
to
today
hard
said,
"It's
a four game battle. The Scots found themselves
to look past that We
have
we
but
won,
have
should
behind 0 off the start before gaining an 6 lead.
us to do this
expected
one
season and no
The Blue Knights then took nine points to Wooster's had a great
"''
weii."
four, winning the first game
Donnell closed out a strong season with 21 kills,
second
the
in
points
many
as
half
claimed
Wooster
lone senior Pock capped her Wooster career
while
game before retaliating in the third game and winning
13
kills. About the season, Pock said, "I could-with
They could not even the score, however.
it
..
n't have asked for
and Urbana claimed
anything better.
I
"I
the final game 15-season didn't
The
Erin Donnell TO
with
badly, it just
end
had a productive day
too soon,
ended
I
at the net with 14
and
Camelio
kills.
provided a
Moore
Holli Camelio "02
total of 52 sets.
added 10, while Beth
Shelley Brown
Moore '03 led the
'02 clinched four
Scots in assists with
service aces, and
., '
27.
.:
.
she and Donnell both posted team high 21 digs.
Haying strong defense, Jen Petkovsek '02 cong
block
added to her league
Petkovsek
tributed 14 digs and three blocks.
solos.
five
with
total
Halloween was no treat for the Scot team, either, as
Despite the first round tournament loss, the Scots
they lost a close, heartbreaking NCAC quarterfinal to
seized their first winning season since 1984 at 15 vicOhio Wesley art's squad in Delaware.
Wooster entered the tournament as the fifth seed, tories and 12 losses.
Not bad at all for the first year under the leadership
and the Bishops were the fourth. The contest couldhead coach Terri Mason. With only .one senior.
of
n't have been closer, with the match lasting two and a
graduating, the forecast for next year looks
Pock,
and covering
the season's longest
half hours
promising.
very
five games.
Pock said, "I wish I had a couple more years with
Wooster lost the opening two games 15-- 8 and 0
hope they know how
and was down 10-- 7 in the third, but the team Coach Mason and this team. I
changed me as a
Mason
Coach
She
they
"are.
refused to fold to the Bishops so easily. The Scots lucky
person."
a
as
and
player
rallied to a 0 win the third, and won a tight, 17-Well into the final game it looked as

Sarah Strickler
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The Scots concentrate oh victory
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Staff Writer

The men's and women's cross
country teams ran tough at the
last
championships
NCAC- Saturday at Oberlin College.
In the men's division, Wooster
finished third out of 10 teams
with 80 points. Captain Nick
'01 and Brendan
Chiorian
Callahan '03, who finished seventh and eighth, led the Scots.
Marty Coppola 02 had a strong
15th place finish, followed by
Evan McDaniel '02 in 20th. Gabe
Thompson '03 rounded out the
scoring for Wooster, and Jared
Rhode 03 and Matt Trent '03 also
turned in great performances, r
Captain Sandy Tecklenburg '01
led the women's team to a fourth
place finish with 109 points. She

;

.

as they push the final mile.

:.

CC nears end of course

Pock said, wish had a couple
Coach Mason and
more years
this team. hope they know how
lucky they are. She Coach Mason
changed me as a player and as a

9.

WW
earned second place finish for the
Rachel Dawson
day.
'01 was not far behind, finishing
10th overall, and both Barbara
Patrick '03 and Karina Colbenson
'04 set personal records in the
race. Rounding out the varsity
squad were Colleen Call '04 in
43rd, Holly Welsh '04 in 47th,
and Devon Herl '03 in 52nd.
Head coach Dennis Rice said
the men's team had "a great team
race, and the whole team put it
together on race day. We gave two
of the top teams in the country a
challenge." On the women's side,
Rice said he felt there was "really
great senior leadership that really
set the tone. Six schools had quality programs, and we challenged
all six to finish fourth. It was a
super team effort," he concluded.
Co-capta- in

Swimming fast off the blocks

H

Ann Raymond

, ft

As the rest of the College is
bundling up for a cold winter, the
Wooster swimming and diving
teams are finally stripping down
to their suits. This past Saturday
the men's and women's teams
opened their seasons with strong
showings at the North Coast
Athletic Conference Relays.
Wooster dominated the diving
portion of the competition held at
Sara
University.
Denison
Connolly '02, Jess Johnson '03
and Caitlin Tobey '03 all took
home championships in both the

f-jc'.y.r-

e

in

:.r, Clio).

three-met-

er

breast-strok-

.

a

relays.
and
Meanwhile, the swimmers were
taking care of business at Kenyon
e
College. The women's 200
second
placed
team
relay.
behind the strong swimming of
Jenny Bayuk '03, Beth Starling
'02, Erin Popelka 03 and Christie
Egnatuk 03. The women's 200
butterfly relay also took second
due to the industrious efforts of
Kayte . Heising '04,,. Popelka,
Jessica Ritchie '02 and Starling.
The men managed to take third
place in the 200 freestyle relay
sparked by the
Wes Bennett '01, Mike
Moore '04, Eric Knauss '02 and
one-met- er

11
Sports Editor
i

,

10-ti- me

.

Ail-Americ-

an

Dale Edwards 01. The men's
team also finished a respectable
fdurth in the 1500 freestyle relay
comprised of Alex Hastie '03, Jim
Gilchrist '04 and Mike Durik '04.
This Friday the men's and women's
teams will travel to Mt Union College

for a dual meet Then, without
even a day's rest, the Scots will
open their season at home against
conference rival Wittenberg.
Keith Beckett again heads the
coaching staff for the Scots. At the
last two national meets, the men
have finished in the top 15 teams
while the women have compiled
12 top 20 finishes under the direction of Beckett.
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COWs rampage as Britney
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File Photo
Ryan McManus '03 dribbles upfield during the Wabash game.
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Scots end in heartbreak
Todd Worly

Staff Writer

For the men's soccer team, it is.
important to remember that in
everything there is a silver lining.
But after Saturday's heartbreaking
loss in Meadville to Allegheny,
that is much easier said than done.
The Scots, who came into the
game in fifth place in the NCAC, needed a victory over the Gators to qualify
for a spot in the inaugural NCAC soccer tournament Unfortunately,

Allegheny ended Wooster's season with a
double overtime
1--

0,

win.

Despite the loss, the Scots more
than held their own. "We had to
go into the wind' during the first
twenty minutes, and they outplayed us," Sweeper Richard
Albeit '02 said. "But from then
on, our midfield took over. We
showed that we were the better
team. We had a lot of scoring
opportunities, but it just came
down to the fact that we couldn't
put the biscuit in the basket"
The worst part about the loss
was the way the game ended. It
was a defensive struggle throughout the game, as keeper David
Workman 04 tallied three saves
for the Scots. But during the second overtime, a very questionable
handball penalty in the goalie box

Once again, Wooster's own
Ultimate Frisbee team, the
Rampant COWs made an appearance at the annual Ohio
University
Halloween
Tournament in Athens, Ohio. As
tradition requires, each team plays
in costume. This year, the
Rampant COWs took field as
team Britney Spears. In an assortment of sexy skirts and tops, the
fighting COWs lined up against
University of Michigan.
With the added strength of 10
new first-yeplayers, the COWs
took an aggressive lead over U of
M, scoring three unanswered
goals in the first seven minutes.
Michigan closed the gap and held
the COWs for a few long points,
but the COWs kept the lead taking
the win at 13 to 9.
By this point'.the COWs were
casting their .votes for the best
Britney costume. Of the many

Wooster.
on
called
was
Allegheny's Brandon McElfresh
converted on the penalty kick,
sending the Scots home empty
handed.
Despite the loss, however, this
season marked a dramatic turnaround from last year. Wooster
finished with a record of
NCAC) compared to a
in 1999. The
mark of
main catalyst of the turnaround was the
4-13-

-3,

1--

6-2

change in attitude, combined with several new formations.

"Coach came into the season
with some new formations, and
that really took advantage of our
strengths. We came together very
well as a team, and that chemistry
enabled us to erase last year's
doubts," Albeit said.
As for next year's outlook,
things are definitely shaping up
welL Despite the graduation of
some key players, the Scots have
a lot of young talent waiting in the
wings.
"No question we'll miss the
graduating seniors," Albeit said.
"For example, Chris Templeman
is the most under appreciated
defenseman in the league."
He concluded, "But with the
talent we have coming back, there
is no reason to be anything but
excited."

Brown '01 took the prize.
The next bout with old rivals
University of Toledo was a good
match. The solid handling and
precision plays of Toledo put the
COWs' skills to the test Scoring
four unanswered points at the
beginning, the COWs were up at
the half.
With the intermittent wind, the
zone defense helped the COWs

force some crucial turnovers.
Nevertheless, Toledo scraped by
Weary
with the victory at
from the Toledo game, the COWs
13-1- 0.

were

next

up

against

Ohio

Northern University.
With a few impressive plays,
the COWs put up a good fight but
could not respond to the ONU
offense. Ohio Northern took the
game 13-- To finish out the day,
team Britney faced a Navy team
from Annapolis, Maryland. Sadly,
the COWs fell to military power
4.

Navy.

13--

1.

Though they came out with
only one win, the experience
solidified the team and indoctrinated the new players into the
culture. The day's intensity was
fueled by the hot defense of
Chris Doherty '04, the mad ups
of Brendan Donaghey '04, Lee
Hill's '04 endone dominance,
and the solid handling of Jashar
Rentz '01 and Matt Cutler '03.
However, the play of the day
award went to John Overholt
'04 for his numerous masochistic layouts, earning him team
respect and a bottle of Chimay.
Commenting on the day's
activities Kay Ritchey '04 said,
"I was nervous wondering if we
could step up to the challenge
but left pleasantly surprised by
our performance." Donaghey
agreed adding, "It was all fun
and games until we played
Navy in skirts. And then

I

was

just kind of worried."

Sticky wickets stymie cricket
Scots fall prey to controlled bowling by OWU team
Jamie

10-5- -2

(5-4- -0

incarnations of Britney represented, the school girl pigtails of Mike

Alter

Staff Writer

Perhaps it was meant for
Wooster's cricket team to lose its
second match against Ohio
Wesleyan. For now the players are
raring to go and charged up for
their next game against the unpredictable OWU squad.
In a match with quite a few ups
and downs, Wooster failed to
build on yet another solid start
when it batted. Losing eight wickets for just 45 runs, the home team
fell prey to some controlled bowling by the opposition.
Not to be denied is the fact that
the pitch offered little help to
Wooster's bowlers when they
fielded.
When the home team was up to
bat the ball would keep low and
suddenly rise at odd times, confusing the batsmen and keeping
the OWU bowlers on top of
things.

Though the Wooster pace and
spin bowlers maintained a good
line and length, pitching the ball

up to the batsmen, the visitors
took to their task with confidence,
striking the ball and continuously
finding the gaps. They did however survive a few early scares with
Zarrar Said '03 repeatedly troubling the opening batsmen.
It can be said that Wooster's
batting proved its major weakness. Its failure to capitalize on a
good start, helped in no short

r

fashion by some wayward bowling by the OWU pace attack, cost
the team the match.
"It was a disappointing match,
for me as a captain and for the
team, " captain Omer Ahmed 0I
said. "But we have realized our
weaknesses and will be spending
time trying to mend these, in
hopes of producing another fine
show in our next match."
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Nothing beats going out on top.
The Wooster field hockey team
wrapped up its 2000 campaign in
spectacular fashion last weekend,
coming away from the annual
Great Lakes Regional Tournament
in Memphis, Tenn., with a pair of

Allardice
Editor-in-Chi-

.

ef

Two weeks ago the Scots were
e
reeling, in the midst of a
free fall; Saturday they will
be playing for a second place tie
in the NCAC. It's amazing what a
win against Oberlin can do.
After last Saturday's 34-- 0 win
over the hapless Oberlin Yeomen,
the Scots will play conference foe
Allegheny on Saturday, with second

With Die two wins,
Wooster captured the Group "B" portion of the event for the second time in
four years and extended its win-

;

m

Saturday's game will also be
the final home game for 17 sene
iors, including
File Photo
Seth Duerr '01. If history is any indicator this week's
anUrsinus defender on Oct. 21.
Josh Arbour '02 is taken down by
game should be close,
The Yeomen gave the ball right
and intense. Over the past three "Justin Abraham '01, threw for
years, the average margin of vicfour touchdowns and 250 yards on back to the Scots, fumbling on the
passing, despite seeing little
first play of the ensuing drive. It
tory has been 1.7 points, with
playing time in the second half.
Allegheny winning twice and
didn't take long for the Wooster
It didn't take long for the Scot offense to find the end zone again,
Wooster winning last year. Each
of the last two years the game has offense to find the end zone, as as Spraggins connected with
"
d
gone to overtime.
Spraggins and Jeremy Haynes '03 Adam Zann '03 for a
touchtouchdown reception with 9: 1 1
The game will pit strength
hooked up for a
against strength, as Wooster's
left in the first half. Neither team
down pass 1:20 into the game.
would score for the remainder of
defense will attempt to derail the Offensive lineman Keith Vance '04,
'the half, and the Scots went to the
powerful Allegheny offense. In filling in for the injured Joe Zombek
'01, missed the extra point attempt and
last week's showdown versus
locker room with a 27-- 0 lead.
Early in the second half
Wabash, Allegheny scored 54 the Scots' lead was
touchSpraggins threw a
On the next drive the Scots
points, while the Scot defense surdown pass to Chris Cabot '02, to
rendered a mere 84 yards in post- - drove 61 yards on 11 plays, finding the shutout over Oberlin.
ing the end zone on a three-yar- d
give the Scots the 34-- 0 lead.
run from Rob Hooper '03. The
The Scots cruised to an easy
Duerr led the Scot defense
victory, against the Yeomen last Scots wouldn't score again until
again, tallying 13 tackles, seven
week which is not a huge surprise early in the second quarter, when for losses, including two sacks.
5
considering Oberlin has posted one
on
Spraggins conSaturday he surpassed the
win over the past four seasons and is in
nected with Darryl Simmons '02
for his career, and he
the midst of a
losing streak.
for a
touchdown pass.
has two more games in a Scot uniBackup quarterback Jeff Spraggins
conWooster made the
form to extend his own school
'03, who got the start over injured
version, making the score 20-record for career tackles.
Ail-Americ-

hard-foug-

an
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20-ya-rd
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Cross Country
Nov. 11 at NCAA Regional
Championships

'

:

Mary-Alic-

.

their careers. The weekend marked the
end of outstanding careers for the

four players.
starter
Adams was a three-yeon defense for the Scots. In 1999,
first
she was elected to die
ar

3--

Ohio Wesleyan 4-- 3 in overtime during
bracket
the title game of the four-teaThe Bishops got off to a fast
start, gaining a comfortable three-go- al
advantage with 13: 14 remaining in the
first half. Wooster was able to cut into
the lead before halftime when Emily
White '02 wrapped a pass around

Volleyball

Football

3 NCAC Tournament
Semifinals

Nov.

Nov.

ark

All-Regi- on

second team.
team and
"She has been oneof the top defenders,
and a great leader," Bernardon said of
Adams. "Sarah has been intrinsic to
, our defensive
success," fellow
All-Confere- nce

defender Kate Dunne '02 added.
Bernardon finished her playing
scorer
days as the
in school history with 83 points
coming on 31 goals and 21 assists.
She earned first team
honors in both '99
and 98. "This was a great year;
we had a rough time in the middle of

to Grace Gibson '03 for her first
goal of the year.

fourth-highe-

With 11:56 remaining in the game
Miriam Esber '02 knocked in a
rebound off a direct corner. Nine minutes later White tied the match with
an unassisted goal of her own.

pass from Amanda Bernardon '01.
To advance to the finals against
Ohio Wesleyan, Wooster had to
make another comeback, this time fachalftime deficit against
ing a
Centre College on Saturday.
Centre took a 0 lead into
however, as just over 15
minutes into the second half
Bernardon knotted the match at
one with an unassisted goal.
Esber gave the Scots a 1 lead at
the 12:44 mark of the second half
when she was assisted by White
on a score. That lead was short

4 vs. Allegheny

1- -0

half-tim- e,

1--

2--

nce

the season but we came together and
fought through it," Bernardon said.
Goodwin "ends her Wooster

leader in
career as the
saves wilh 577. She was a four-yestarter for the Scots and a"
and
second team
selection in '99.
"Melissa has been awesome, espe- cially during our win streak this
year," Bernardon added.
"She
leaves big shoes to fill.
Rodstrom returned from two
years abroad this year to play for
the Scots. With only one year of
play before this season she saw
her playing time limited. "Mary-Alic- e
is a very determined and
positive player," Bernardon noted.

Swimming
Nov.. 3 at Mt.
Nov.

st

All-Confere-

White has been huge for the
Scots all year, and this game was no
exception as she scored the winning
goal nine minutes into overtime off a

lived as the Colonels scored 31
seconds later to even the match at
two. Five minutes later White regg
goal on
istered the
a pass from Esber.
Melissa Goodwin '01 tough
starts in both matches, but proved to
be solid on the weekend registering
20 saves in the two victories.
Seniors Sarah Adams '01,
e
Bernardon Goodwin and
Rodstrom '01 saw Wooster
finish with the best overall record of
game-winnin-

ning streak to nine games, the programs longest since 1986.
On Sunday, the Scots mounted
an impressive comeback as they
overcame a 0 deficit and beat

place in the NCAC on the line. With a
win, the Scots will likely finish in a
three-wa- y
tie for second place with
Allegheny and Wabash.

two-tim-

.

thrilling victories.

three-gam-

-
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Field hockey triumphs

Football
beats
Oberlin
James
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4 vs. Wittenberg
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